A sta ndard of voltages a nd c urre nts for lumped-co nstant, coaxial, a nd other circ uits operating in the TEM mode ha s bee n developed. Its approximate pote ntial ranges are 1 MHz to 20 GHz in freque ncy, 0.05 to 10 volts, a nd 5 mi c roampe res to 10 amperes. Th e principl e may be used with bo lometric, th ermoe lectric, phoioelectri c or other se nsing elem e nts co ns isting of thin film co ndu ctin g or se mi co ndu cting di s ks loca te d in the tran sverse plane of the TEM mod e . Application a nd advantages are described and a comprehen sive e rror analysis is prese nted. Fi gures illu stratin g co nstru ction details of one of the mode ls of the Bolovac are includ ed.
Introduction
The first National Bureau of Standards (NBS) equipment to standardize sinusoidal voltages at frequencies up to 1 GHz employed a two-thermistor-bead bolometer head of special design. It was developed at the NBS [1] I in the middle forties and was reproduced in other laboratories in the USA and abroad_ A dynamometer type standard for rf current was also developed at the NBS; its principle and theory was analyzed [2] and an experimental model was built years ago. The construction of an improved instrument was recentlv co mpleted [3] ; a similar instrument, based on the same principles, was also built and put into operation in Japan.
The original NBS voltage standard has a frequency range of about 1 to 1000 MHz, a voltage range of about 20 m V to 1.5 V, and an approximate range of uncertainties of 0.3 to 2 percent. The rf current standard has a frequency range of about 1 to 1000 MHz, a current range of about 0.5 to 100 A, and a range of uncertainties of 0_3 to 1 percent.
A new type bolometer head was developed at the NBS within the last several years for both voltage and current standardization having a considerably higher upper frequency and wider dynamic ranges at accura· cies equal and potentially exceeding those above_ This head will be described here and will be referred to as the "Bolo metric Voltage and Current Standardization Head" or "Bolovac" for brevity. The basic principle and potential capabilities of the Bolovac *Hadio Stand ards Engineering Division, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
I Figures in brac ke ts indi ca te th e lit e rature r e ferences at th e end of thi s paper.
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will be disc ussed here in the front sections. The following sections will indicate the critical elements of the device and the results obtained with the first models. The error analyses in thi s paper are generally limited to first order errors and un certainties; higher order uncertainties are reserved for future analytical study and experimental verification s employing improved structural features of the Bolovac. Sources of overlooked uncertainties and possible means of their determination or elimination will be briefly discussed in the appropriate sections. The Bolovac may be described as a source of known voltage and a sink of a known amount of current. It employs a disk-type bolometer split along one of its diameters and placed in a cylindrical coaxial line. It presently has a frequency range up to 10 GHz, a voltage range of about 0.1 to 5 V and a current range of about 5 to 200 rnA. Its potential frequency and dynamic ranges are much wider; e.g., it can be used to 20 GHz and higher, to 10 V and to 10 A or higher depending partly on frequency. The principal advantages of the Bolovac are listed below and its limitations are discussed and analyzed later in the text.
The principal advantages of the Bolovac are as follows:
It serves as a standard of both voltage and current. It has the widest frequency range of any standard of its kind known to date.
It employs a new type bolometer, namely, a split disk or disk sectors; other types, e.g., solid disks, barretters and semiconductors may also be employed for certain frequency and dynamic ranges. The disk may be made of meta!, metal oxide, or carbon, depending upon the frequency range and accuracy desired. It may be a thin film deposited on a substrate or a relatively thick conducting disk supported by a substrate. These disks have a wider range of resistance (fractions of an ohm to 1,000 0 or higher) than the present day high-frequency thermistors (having an approximate range of 5 to 100 0). The disks generally have positive temperature coefficients of resistivity as against generally negative ones for thermistors; this reduces the danger of overloading the bolometers in the absence of current-limiting impedances in the biasing and rf sources. Because the rf impedance of these disks is essentially equal to their d-c resistance over a wide frequency range, the Bolovac assembly may be used for some pulsed voltage and current measurements , e.g., as bolometric detectors.
It has potentially wider voltage and current ranges than the previous standards; its ability to measure currents down to 5 rnA or lower with the accuracies indicated is of particular importance in view of present needs.
It provides a tool to measure microwave power transmitted down a uniform line with a potential accuracy comparable to the best present calorimetric techniques.
It eliminates the tedious and expensive thermistor matching problem required with the previous standard head. Thermistors must be matched with rf applied; the Bolovac disk sections are matched only 'at d-c.
It is relatively simple in construction, much more rugged, and more reliable than thermistors. It may be used with a number of types of available bolometer bridges and d-c or low frequency measuring instrumentation depending upon the desired accuracies.
The principle and construction can be used directly in ammeters, e.g., for measuring base currents in vertical antennas, etc. The split disk type Bolovac retains the advantage of the two-thermistor mount in that it eliminates measurement errors associated with single thermistor mounts; the latter require stubs or other equivalent isolation components in the d-c or audio biasing circuitry.
It is relatively simple to operate and maintain (by comparison, for example, with a dynamometer type instrument requiring non vibrating supports and fine suspensions, or with mounts employing fragile thermistor beads with their I-mil diam leads).
Principle and Analysis
Consider a conductive· film disk placed in a plane perpendicular to the axis of a uniform cylindrical coaxiallossless line energized by a source as illustrated in figure lao It will be shown below that, when the film thickness is smaller than one-fifteenth of the depth of the current penetration for the material, the equivalent circuit of the disk and the line for all practical purposes is that shown in figure lb. In Ib V m is the rf voltage a cross the disk and is equal to the product of the d-c resistance of the disk and the rf current through it. The disk impedance may be made essentially equal to 62 its d-c resistance for frequencies to 20 GHz and higher.
Here Vm is detected and measured employing the well-known bolometric technique; other techniques, e.g., thermoelectric or photoelectric techniques may also be used for this purpose. If we employ the bolometric technique, we measure the rf power dissipated in the disk and we can compute the rf voltage across it at the frequencies in question and with accuracies approaching those of d-c measurements. For an assumed, unperturbed TEM field in the line at Rm , the measurement of V m is not affected by any other combinations of network elements shunting Rm; one of these elements may be the imput impedance of a voltmeter under calibration. The rf current through the disk, 1m , is measured by making Zr much higher than Rm, in which case the transmission line current, Ii , approaches the value of 1m as Zr approaches infinity.
The disk may be considered a coaxial-line section of length d and characteristic impedance
(1)
where TIm is the intrinsic impedance of the metallic or semiconducting medium having a permittivity Em, permeability ILm, and conductivity am; rl and r2 are the respective large and small radii of the line conductors. At all frequencies under consideration here for media such as copper, silver, nickel, tantalum, carbon, etc. [4, 5] ,
and the propagation constant because WE", (which has a value of 1.1 mhos per meter at 20 GHz for copper for example) is negligible compared with (Tm (5_8 X 10 7 mhos per meter)_ Therefore
The doC resistance of the disk is given by
and the depth of current penetration into the solid metal of the film at a frequency J, is
Substituting (5) and (6) into (4),
From transmission line theory the output voltage, V"" of the disk line section having a characteristic impedance of ZU. UI is the product of the transfer impedance Z/ and the input current h
( 1 1 . Thus we see that for a ratio of "d = 0_07 one of the Um components of Zl will change in magnitude in terms of 1 Zr by about 0.001 percent and will be shifted by 0.3° in phase; the other component will remain essentially the same in magnitude and will be shifted in phase by 0.1°_ These phase shifts are sufficiently small to be neglected; the magnitudes will be in error by less than 0.01 percent if we accept the value Rill to be as shown in figure Ib, i.e.,
)-1
This indicates that the film need not be thinner than about one-fifteenth of the skin depth of the given metal at the maximum frequency of interest for a possible error of 0.01 percent from this cause. It will be shown below that in all prac tical cases this may be accomplished with a reasonable safety factor.
It also follows from (10) or from the equivalent circ uit of figure Ib that
A high Zr may be obtained by effectively terminating the line in a quarter wave section or in a parallel resonant LC circuit properly placed in the circuit.
One could arrive at eq (10) by simply showing that the disk jmpedance is resistive for d ~ 0.07om ; however, the more rigorous approach eliminates the question of the possible effect of the metal disk upon the TEM field distribution at th~ boundary planes of the air and metallic disk. It is not immediately apparent that the presence of the metallic disk will not perturb the radial electric field lines ; one might be concerned with the capacity effect between the individual elements of the resistive disk and between each element of the disk and the transmission line conductors. One might also question the perturbation effect of the disk upon the concentric magnetic field lines because each element of the disk has its own external inductance. The configuration of figure la can be treated as a composite of three cascaded transmission line sections of uniform diameters and infinite-conductivity conductors_ This case has been analyzed in textbooks [7] . Results show that for coaxial-line inner and outer radii, a and b, essentially no energy will be propagated along the line at modes other than the TEM at wavelength smaller than
A=1T(b+a).
This approximate formula gives the critical frequency to within 8 percent. Furthermore, no higher modes can be produced by the presence of the film and substrate of the disk from the present TEM field; there are no longitudinal components of the electric and magnetic fields and the presence of the disk (the ZOm section) does not introduce capacitive or inductive components into the system (except of those of its intrinsic characteristic impedance). This may not be the case when there are step discontinuities at the interfaces because of line diameter changes; the effect in this latter case will be discussed further on.
One may also heuristically show that the presence of the disk will not distort the field . This effect is negligible because of the circular and axial symmetry of the structure. For each electric and magnetic field line contributed by a given element of the disk, there is an equal and opposite field line contributed by an· other element located diametrically opposite the first, and the two cancel each other [8] . The effect of the substrate (insulator) upon which the metal film is deposited will also be discussed later on.
Description of the Bolovac
The heart of the Bolovac is a conductive bolometric film deposited on one face of an insulating disk (sub· strate). The film is split along one of the disk diam· eters, thus forming two bolometer elements of approxi· mately semicircular or disk sector shapes. This disk is mounted in a specially constructed assembly permitting the following electrical connections:
(1) the two bolometers are connected in series for the biasing energy and in parallel for the rf energy; (2) the plane where the standardizing rf voltage ap· pears is located essentially at the input plane of the rf voltage indicating device being calibrated; (3) the plane through which the rf standardizing current is flowing is located essentially at the output plane of the current indicating device being calibrated. The distances from the rf·voltage or rf-current reference planes to the reference planes of the devices being calibrated is of the order of 1 to 2 mils. This distance is the thickness of the dielectric required to form a capacitance to isolate the biasing from the rf powers entering the Bolovac. Details of the disk and Bolovac assembly are shown in the figures below. The term " disk" below applies to the finished unit.
In principle the disk need not be split and the Bolovac may indeed be constructed with nonsplit disks. The relative advantages of splitting the disk are as follows. When bolometry is used , one generally needs to supply biasing power to the bolometer. Splitting the disk (dual element) eliminates the need of rf chokes or coaxial stubs required for a doc return path. The doc resistance of the chokes interferes with the precision and convenience of bridge operations. Stubs have to be tuned and require capacitors at the "shorted" end. Biasing currents should generally not be allowed in the rf current meters under calibration. Splitting the disk makes this possible. In case of the Bolovac, splitting the disk improves the bridge sensitivity generally by a factor of four. When the thermoelectric or photoelectric principle is used, generally no biasing power is needed, and solid disks may be preferable; however, the applications of these principles may introduce other difficulties partic-64 ularly in the choice of materials and fabrication of the disks. Figure 2a shows figure 2a . Figure 2b shows a schematic of the circuit arrangement with the Bolovac used for current standardization. The basic difference between figures 2a and 2b is that in 2a the standard Vrr is obtained at the output terminals of the Bolovac, whereas in 2b the standard current, I rr , is obtained at the input terminals to the Bolovac. The schematic shows a thermoelement .being calibrated in terms of the rf current entering the Bolovac. A constant-current doc biasing source is shown in this case [9] and Irr is given for a symmetrical bridge by (13) ((1) f TUNlloJEl 'STUe.
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He re Ideo is the doc bias in g c urre nt in th e bridge at initial balance (without d) for Is = zero , and Is is the amount by whi c h th e Id eo was reduced for final balan ce (with rf) with switch S closed. In both voltage and c urre nt cases it is assumed th at the two secti ons of th e Bolovac dis k have been adju sted for equal resistance_ Correcti on factors may be used if th ese resistan ces are not exactly alike; it will be shown later that thi s require ment is not critical. It is, of co urse, apparent that either of the two show n a nd other bias in g arrange ments may be us ed for both rf voltage and c urre nt s tandardization. Figure 3 s how s the top view and cross section of a Bolovac disk. The s ub strate of the di sk may be made of a ny s uitabl e ins ulatin g material s uc h as quartz, Pyrex, or hi gh th ermal -co ndu c tivit y ceramic (to allow hi gher c urrent carryin g capacity for th e co ndu ctin g film ). Electrodes may be fired or evaporated on th e cylindri cal s urfaces and , if necessary, at their rims to ma ke s ure of good co nt act with th e condu c tors of the coaxial lin e syste m. A thin co ndu c tin g film is the n deposited on one of th e fl at s urfaces. Th e radial gaps between th e two halv es of th e circ ul ar film may be produced by a mas k durin g evaporation or by removing parts of the film after eva poration. The ga ps e xte nd to th e center electrode ring interco nnec tin g th ese halves of th e film in series for the bi asin g c urre nt and in parallel for the rf c urre nt as was pointed o ut above. As s tated before, the film may be made of noble metal , chro mium , ni ckel , tantalum, metal oxides, or carbo n, e tc. Th e width of the annulus of th e film should , as closely as possible, be equal to th e s pacin g betwee n th e coax ial co nductors to reduce step di sco ntinuiti es to a minimum . One must be cauti ous with some materi als for the film s to make certain the ca paciti es be tween the particles (sometimes referre d to as the " Boella" effe c t) will not introduce a reactive co mpo ne nt eve n with s ufficiently thin film s . It may, however, be possible to determine by meas ure me nt th e departure of the value of rf resistance of the bolo me ter ele men ts from their doc values and introdu ce a n a ppropriate co rrection in the co mputed values of th e voltages or c urre nts. Th e art of film and electrode d epositi on a nd of di s k s ub strate fabrication has recently attained a degree of perfection s ufficie nt for th e objectives in question here. A brief appraisal of the limitatio ns a nd likely errors from di sk fabri cation imperfecti ons is give n in th e appendix. Th e first di s ks for th e Bolovac were made at the NBS . The s ub strates were c ut in th e in str um ent s hops a nd th e electrodes a nd films were deposited e mployi ng s putterin g or e vaporation and firing. Th e most stable NBS di s ks to date h ad platinum films with power resistivity co ns tan ts of th e order of two ohm s per watt. Parameters of th e disk a nd th eir correlatio n to the performan ce results will be disc ussed in the secti on o n error a nal ysis.
The Bolovac co nsists of a core a nd a n auxili ar y rf bypass in g ca pacitor when needed_ The core has two disk-supporting se mici rc ular o r rectangular metal plates sandwi ched be tw ee n two oth er "ground " metal plates. Figures 4 , 5, and 6 show the details of the core a nd capacitor ring asse mbl y a nd are selfexplanatory. Th e bolometer disk is cla mped, soldered, or ce me nted be twee n two half disks forming an exte nsion of the biasing electrodes; th e c lampin g may be accomplished by mea ns of plasti c or in s ul a ted s tee l bolts. Th e in s ul at io n between th e o ut s id e "grou nd " plates and the in sid e co mpos ite plate is the dielectric of th e rf bypassing capacitors Cli s how n in fi gure 2; the outer plates are thus the common gro und of the sys te m for th e rf power. Referring ,to figure 4a th e rf power is fed into the bottom plate a nd th e standardizing voltage ap pears in the plane A of th e bolometric film. The input plane to the voltmete r under calibration is in plane A' a s pecified distance of 1 to 2 mil s away from A. It is, th erefo re, imperative to design th e di sk pin a nd plate receptacle dim e nsion s to maintain thi s spacing betwee n the two planes, particularly for frequencies of 1 GHz a nd hi ghe r. With the qualit y of rf conn ec tors continuously improvin g, a nd especially with th e new precision sexless conn ectors c urre ntl y bei ng standardized , thi s require me nt should not prese nt any seriou s proble ms.
Again, referring to fi gure 4a, for curre nt s tandardization , the top plate of the core may be replaced by another plate incorporating th e e nclo sure for the c urre nt-measuring device to be calibrated. Or an adapter may be built to e nable the co nnection of such a housing without re moving the e ntire top plate; an example of such an adapter is shown in figure 4b . The top plate with one kind of an enclosure for a certain type of thermoelement is shown in this figure. The rf current enters the core via the input into the housing and the standardizing current crosses reference plane A in which the film is located. The output reference plane of the current-sensor in its housing is thus essentially in plane A irrespective of how far the thermoelement is actually located from A. One must, however, reproduce this reference plane A when the enclosure of the "current meter" is removed from the Bolovac and put into use. The effect of the impedance in plane A as seen by the "current meter" and of the mechanical discontinuity upon the TEM mode are discussed under error analysis. For current standardization, the "output" port of the core is used for attaching an adjustable shorting line, a low-capacity shielding cap, or a tuned LC tank to terminate the system in a high impedance Zr as discussed in the previous section.
In some cases one may use a tube, equivalent to an outer conductor of the line, of sufficient length to prevent radiation from this end of the core. The latter may prove more economical than a shorting stub provided the value of the terminating impedance is high enough for the desired accuracy. Figure 5 shows exploded views of the core assembly for voltage and current standardization.
The capacity Cb of the core itself (see fig. 2 ) is of the order of 2000 pF between each outer ground plate and the composite inner plate. In order to keep the effective impedance of Cb at a value sufficiently low FIGURE Sb. Exploded view of core for Cllrrent standardization.
so that the rf voltage drop across it does not introdu ce serious errors, partic ularly at low frequencies (discuss e d under error analysis), the additional ringsha ped capac itor mentioned above was constructed; this ring is generally not needed for c urre nt measureme nts. It consists of additional ground and center plates with a large numb er of fixe d capacitors imbedded into the ce nter plates. Thus, the value of Cb is increased to about 60,000 pF. The construction details are shown in figure 6. One may use the core with or without the ring depending on the frequency. Other stru ctures are, of course, possible in order to increase the value of Cb of the core and ring, and one may increase it further by adding fixed capacitors, for example, at the outside rim of the ring. The application of anodized aluminum plates or other si milar tec hniqu es may be considered to obtain the largest valu e of Cb per unit volum e and weight of the structure.
Type N rf connectors on the two sides of the core (fi g. 4a) may be use d for measuring the biasing pote ntials as well as for probing the rf voltage me ntion e d above across Cb when wa nted. core with the voltage plate and the capacitor ring. 
Results and Error Analysis

Results
Most of the measurements were made at voltage and c urrent le vels at whi c h intercomparisons with power standards in a 50-a sys tem could be made direc tly (without auxiliary attenuation or amplifica- ind e pe nd e nt direc t or indirec t comparison s for both voltage and c urre nt. Interco mpariso ns with the rmi stor mounts at frequ e nc ies to 1 GHz and be twee n a number of Bolovac cores and di s ks above 1 GHz serv ed as qu asi-inde pe nde nt techniqu es; the latter furni s hed confide nce in th e quality of the di s ks and the asse mbli es of the syste m as a whole. In addition , inte rcomparison s were made employing two ind e pe nde nt brid ge consoles, one a cons tant dc-voltage bias ing type, the othe r with constant dc-curre nt biasing. The agree me nt at voltage le vels of a bout 0. 2 to 1.5 V was 1 pe rce nt or be tter to 2 GHz, 2 perce nt a t 4 GHz and 4 perce nt at 8 GHz. The agree me nt in meas urin g curre nts of 5 to 75 rnA (in 5 to 200 mA the rm oeleme nts) was 1 perce nt or be tter to 1 GH z. Re producibilit y of c urre nt meas ure me nts was within 1 percent a t 2, 3, a nd 4 GH z; co mparison with power was not mad e at these frequ e ncies because of reso nances exhibited by the the rm oele me nt s, appa re ntly as a res ult of residual inductances a nd shunt capaciti es of the heaters. Figure 10 s hows calibration c urves of these thermoele ments obtained , to our knowl edge , for th e firs t tim e ove r the fre qu e ncy ra nge and to the acc uracies given a bove.
A conservative estim ate of the uncertainties of the measured voltages and c urrents in term s of ass um ed tru e values is equal to the above fi gures on th e agreeme nts. It is felt th a t a several-fold improve me nt ove r the above res ults may be achi eved becau se our effort s to date to perfec t the Bolovac and the measuring s yste m were at best only modera te .
T o pre ve nt mi sinterpre tation of the following "error analysis" it is advi sable to de fin e term s as used h ere. An "error in math e mati cs" is defin ed as " th e differe nce be tween the true valu e and the c alculate d or observed valu e" [10] . A " result " may be corrected for a give n "error. " Becau se the " true" valu e is ne ver known , the absolute magnitude of the "error" can only be approxim a tely determined. A result is known to an estimated plus or minu s " uncertainty" ; the result cannot be corrected for an " uncertainty." The "un- certainty" may consist of a number of uncertainties of parameter values entering an equation and includes the uncertainty in the "error." "Uncertainty" is often referred to as "limits of error."
The results of the technique described here are subject to the following sources of uncertainties:
Approximations in the analytical steps leading to eqs (10), (11), (12), and (13).
Uncertainty of values of bridge components, biasing source instability, limits of bridge sensitivity, balancing galvanometer noise, and rf source instability.
Quality of bolo metric disk and its substrate. Standing waves and discontinuities in the transo mission line. Input impedance of the resonant circuit or of quarter wave coaxial line section shunting Rill for current measurements.
Residual impedances in the ground system . An assessment of the uncertainties contributed by these sources follows. (10) to (13) It was shown earlier that the magnitude of the voltage or current may be in error by less than 0.01 percent if the disk-film thickness, d, is 7 percent of the skin depth, Om. In practice the ratio >:cd is always Um smaller than 0.07.
Effect of Approximations Leading to eqs
The resistance, and the depth of current penetration into the annular resistor is given by [4, 5, 
4.3_ Uncertainty Introduced by Bridge Assembly Components
Uncertainties were introduced into the results by the random drift of the doc power supply, the error in the values of the d-c resistors, the random drift and temperature coefficient of the doc resistors during the time it took to make a measurement, the uncertainty in measuring doc voltages before and after rf was applied to the bridge, and the doc imbalance of the two halves of the disk resistors [12] . An estimate of the limiting uncertainty from these sources is ± 0.06 percent. Another source of uncertainty was the limited stability of the rf sources during a measurement, which is estimated as ± 0.01 percent. The outside limits of the uncertainties introduced by these causes are thus ± 0.07 percent.
Quality of Bolometric Disk and of Its Substrate
Two parameters of the film and substrate assembly will affect the uncertainty of the results. The first is the film sensitivity designated by y", (ohms/watt), the incremental resistance as a function of power dissipated in the disk. The second is the film stability which will affect the signal to noise ratio of the bridge galvanometer, particularly at low levels of Vl/l. As already stated, film and disk fabrication details are outside the scope of this paper. Such factors as the quality of the substrate surfaces, aging and protection of the films, migration of contact electrode metals into the film, uniformity of the film thickness, etc., have been apparently well under control and should contribute negligible uncertainty in the results. Some information on the state of the art of film deposition and of the uncertainties imposed by its limitations are discussed in the appendix. Thermal noise of the disks (of the order of 200 /-tV for a bandwidth of 10 GHz for a 200 D disk at room temperature) may also be ne· glected at the voltage and current levels here under consideration, particularly for "single" frequency or narrow band applications.
However, the uncertainty is affected considerably by 'Ym because the bridge sensitivity (expressed as the galvanometer deflection for a given voltage or current increment in the disk) is directly proportional to ' Ym [12] . The results shown above were obtained with platinum film disks; their 'Ym values in the assembly were about 1 to 3 D/W. Some chromium, nickel, and gold disks were also fabricated at the NBS without great improvement of 'Ym; in one case of a 50 D (200 D d·c) nickel unit, 'Ym was 9 D/W. Measurements of carbon films indicated a 'Ym of 2 to 7. There is evidence that values of 10 D/W and higher are obtainable in laboratories outside the NBS. Our platinum units were considerably more stable and had a much longer life than the chromium or nickel units. It seems rather difficult to predict the value of 'Ym because the tempera· ture coefficient of the conductivity of films is a pro· nounced function of their thickness. The temperature coefficient is negative for values below about 100 A, then crosses the zero line and becomes positive as the thickness increases [13] . For two disks having the same temperature coefficients of resistivity it seems more promising to use higher resistivity metals or alloys because a thicker film will be realized for a given disk resistance. This may insure greater stability.
There will be an error in the measured voltage or current if the resistances or the values of ' Ym of the two halves of the film-disks are not equal. This error has been discussed in the past [1, 12, 14, 15] and is approximately proportional to the product of (1) the fractional difference of the initial resistances, and (2) the fractional difference of the 'Y's. A practical case in our experience is a 25·D (100·D doc, nominal) platinum disk, which has been in use for close to 2 years to date; fractional differences in the resistances stayed constant at 0.4 percent, and in the 'Y's at 4 percent, which yield a possible error of 0.008 percent in voltage or current. A pessimistic figure of 0.01 percent from this source is used in the summation of the errors. In case of large fractional differences this error may be reduced by applying corrections. Also, a large difference in 'Y's may be compensated by reducing the difference of the resistances, and vice versa. Another way of avoiding this source of error is to make one half of the film out of a material having a relatively low ' Y as compared with that of the other half [12].
EHect of Standing Waves on Voltage Measurement
Assuming uniform diameters of the coaxial system, the error introduced in the voltage, Vx , applied at the 71 input plane of an unknown voltmeter is obviously a function of (1) the VSWR, Sx, looking into its input port, and of (2) For infinite input impedance of a voltmeter, this results in a possible error of 0.01 percent at 10 GHz and of 0.02 percent at 20 GHz. It is therefore desirable to keep the distance between the two planes in question to a minimum.
EHect of Resonant Tank Impedance Shunting Rm on Current Measurements
The input impedance, Zs, of quarter wave, air dielectric, shorted, coaxial tuning stubs may be computed from [17] : (18) where:
/== frequency in Hz, b == inner radius of outer conductor in cm, F == a constant found in figures 4 to 15 of the given reference, n == odd number of quarter waves on the stub.
For n = 1, at 1 GHz, and a 50-D stub, with b=0.64 cm, Zs is approximately 100,000 n and the likely errors for Rm values at 25, 50, and 100 Dare 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 percent, respectively. One may use larger characteristic impedance stubs to reduce this error. For example, one may double the outer conductor radius and reduce the inner conductor radius to half of the 50-n stub, and thereby reduce the corresponding above errors to 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02 percent.
Stubs may be used down to 50 MHz. At lower frequencies, lumped constant tanks may be preferable; obviously the highest possible Q values with the lowest value tuning capacitors should be used. Errors in this case may be kept below 0.05 percent.
In either case the effect of the shunt impedance, Zs, may be corrected for, once the value of Zs is determined.
EHect of Standing Waves on Current Measurements
Standing waves are at present a more critical source of error in current than in voltage measurements. The reason is the relatively large dimensions and high effective characteristic impedances of the present day current sensing devices. For example, so called "UHF" vac uum th er moeleme nts are nearl y always used a t hi gh frequ e ncies. Bolo mete r s, s uc h as cylin· dri cal resistors and the mi stors, have been used on rare occasions. Solid state the rmoelements were re-. ce ntly develo pe d for frequencies up to abo ut 60 MHz, and bead type 'thermoele in e nts were developed so me years ago at th e Bell T elephone Laboratories [18] .
It is assumed that at th e frequencie s co nsid ered here, th e c urre nt meas urin g devices are e nclosed in a box approximating a · coaxial stru cture with the c urre nt se nsin g ele me nt in series with th e ce nter co ndu c tor. Except for the case of thermistors and other beads (havin g diam e ters of th e ord er of 0.1 to 1 mm ), th e c urrent se nsin g ele me nts are long relative to th e s horter wavelen gth s involved here. The UHF th ermoele ments hav e a glass e nv elope of about 2 c m in diameter and heater diameters startin g at about 10 or 20 J.L (for th e 5 mA c urre nt carrying capac it y); th e heaters are about 1 c m in length [19] . Th e un ce rtainti es in calibrating th ese types of th erm oele m e nts are bri e Ay di sc ussed her e as an illu stration of th e proce dure in error evaluati on.
Fi gure 11 s hows a typi cal UHF feed-through t ype th er mo ele ment mounted in a metalli c tube. Planes D, H , and A are at th e input e nd , middle, and o utput e nd of th e heater , respective ly. The Bolovac film is in plane C. Th e heater and its input and output leads form the center conductor of a coaxial system terminated by the Bolovac di s k, Rill . Thi s di s k is, in turn , t er min a ted by a negli gibl e admittance. Th e effect of th e di sco ntinuiti es in th e th e rm oele me nt coax syste m is negli gible for the case at hand , at leas t Dim e ns ion s a re a pproxim a lt-' fur u s!:' onl y a s a n illu strati o n. to 5 GHz, as s how n below. Current sta ndin g waves are prese nt along th e lin e formed by th e heater (Ztlh) an d the secti on for me d b y the output lead of th e th ermoelem e nt (Zud. T hi s second section is ass um ed to be uniform for th e sake of simpli cit y. Th e heater section must be treated as a lossy line, beca use of th e relatively hi gh ce nter co nduc tor resistances, while the lead section ma y be co nsidered lossless.
As previou sly indicated , the Bolovac-disk effective rf res istances may be of the order of 0.1 n up to the value of Zoo For the dime nsions shown, ZOh is approximately 400 nand ZO\, 220 n. It follow s that for all resista nce values of the Bolovac di s k up to 200 n th ere will be a current maximum in plane C.
Two effects of the standing wave need be considered in the heate r, one caused by the nonuniform longitudinal di stribution of the rf heater curre nt , whi c h may affect its te mp erature gradients. The other effect is the lowe r heater c urre nt as comp ared with that in planes A and C.
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To determine a pess imi s tic error versus frequ e nc y for the given physical dim e nsion s, we apply the following well-known , low-loss, shorted (the higher the lo sses, th e lower the effect) equation to the lin e section Z Oh:
~: = cosh ax cos f3x + j sinh ax sin f3x. (19) Here f x and fA are the respective c urrents entering the planes at x and A; x is the distance from plan e A toward the c urrent source.
Assuming the case of a relatively low-loss line where the phase velocity f3 is the same as in the air di electric of the Zo lin e, the attenuation fa c tor a introduced by heater resistances of the order of 10 n or less is (20) where r" = heater resistance in ohms per meter.
For' a typical 25 rnA the rmoelem ent , r" ::= 1,000 n/m and ZOh ::= 400 n, as stated above;
... atlh = 1.25 nepers per mete r.
Under these conditions the current di stribution is , to a good approximation, the same as for a lo ssless s horted lin e, i. e.,
where Ie is the rf curre nt in the Bolovac dis k and x is the di s ta nce fro m C toward s the so urce. Direc t computation of the impe dances and c urrent ratio for the dimension s give n (at 1 GHz and assuming Rill «i ZO\), res ults in
IJ) == 0 9S6
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One may assume that the current is uniform along the heater and has a value of the current at the middle of th e hea te r, or 0.978 1 c. One can show that the error in thi s assumption will not exceed 0.2 perce nt. Based upon the distance be tween planes Hand C, one may th e refore calculate the value of llf (III = 0.9781 c) with an es timated unce rtainty of 0.2 percent. It is e vide nt from eq (19) that this e rror will be lower as th e heater resistan ce is in c rease d.
One may also compute the top limit of R 11/ for a given e rror for values above 200 n; in our experim e nts R III did not exceed SO n. It also follow s from the a bove that the le ngth of the heater plus the leads see m to limit th ese the rmoele ments to freque ncies below 1.S GHz. Our observation s and manufac turers data indicate the presence of reso na nces a t frequencies abov e 1.S GHz for these th ermoele me nts for th e c urre nt ratings of S to 1,000 mA ; thi s is apparently a res ult of th e residual induc ta nce of the hea ter and of the shunt capacity across it. These thermoelements may therefore be used as indicators a t freq ue ncies above 1.S GHz, but may be objectionable as cali· brated in strum e nts at hi gher freq ue ncies because of likely in s tabilities. It is, of course, appare nt that the errors introduced by the s tanding waves are e ntire ly avoidable when R 11/ is mad e equal to the load impedan ce of the current se nsor (in its e nclosure) at its fin al a pplication. This is so because th e c urre nt e ntering the load will be calibrated for a give n output of the couple and will be accurately re produced irrespec tive of a po ssible difference betwee n I e a nd 1/1.
To summarize, for the above VHF thermoelements e nclosed in 2-cm diam tubes a nd mounted a t the Bolovac di s k the error in assuming the correc ted heate r c urrent equ al to the Bolovac c urrent will not exceed 0.4 percent a t frequencies to 1 GHz; this error would not excee d S percent at 3 GHz, but the residual reso nan ces may interfere above 1 GHz. For freque nc ies above 1 GHz it seems bes t to use smaller c urre nt indica tors. The source of error introduced by standing waves can be easily eliminated by using a valu e of R 11/ sufficie ntly close to the inte nd ed load impeda nce of the thermoelement.
Effect of Discontinuities on Current Measurements
Figure 11 s hows typical discontinuities as a result of ste ps in th e nominally coaxial assembly of a th ermoele me nt unde r calibration. The thermoeleme nt may be enclo sed in a metal box in such a way th at the output-curre nt lead le ngth from the glass e nvelope of th e the rmoelem ent to the Bolovac disk is of the order of a millim e ter. It is important to evaluate th e effec t of the shown discontinuities on c urrent meas ure me nts because c urrents there are not con-73 tinuous . Equivalent circ uits re presenting the effects of these types of s te p di sco ntinuiti es have been comprehensively e valuated in the pas t [20] . The results the re s how that the di sco ntinuiti es ca n be accounted for by placing a capacitor a t the plan e of the discontinuity, provided th e tra ns verse dime nsions of the line are a small fraction of th e wavelengths tran smitted. The equivalent circuit of fi gure ll a is s hown in figure llb omitting series inductances because these have been accounted for a bo ve in exploring the effe ct of the standing waves.
W e consider the capacities C I , be twee n the heate r and the thermoco uple , and C 2, betwee n the thermoele me nt leads ; a part of the thermoele me nt assembly; their effe c t is indepe nde nt of the connec tion to the Bolovac and is lump ed into the thermoele me nt asse mbly c harac teri stics to be determined by the c alibration m eas ure ments. C A in plane A, introduced by the di scontinuity at the joint of the heater to the therm oele me nt output lead , is negli gible; so is the capacity a t the input end of the heate r [20] . The capacitance Cs, contribu ted by the c hange in the dielectric medium , is lumped into the impedance terminating Rill and thu s becomes part of th e quarter-wave s tub tun er or of a noth er tank. Therefore, it see ms s ufficie nt to evaluate the effec t of the discontinuities in planes Band C.
The hou sing may enclose the ther moelem e nt o n ~ll sides exce pt for an o pe ning a t the c urre nt output; m thi s case the di scontinuit y in plane B is part of the housin g a nd only the di scontinuity in pla ne C is to be evalu ated . Or the hou sin g may be left open at th e side in contac t with th e Bolov ac; in this case th ere is no discontinuity in plane B. The eq uivalent capacities were loo ked up for both cases. C c turns out to be about 0.06 pF for the first case of the co mplete e nclos ure and about 0.1 pF for the seco nd case. Beca use the capacitive c urre nt is in quadrature with the c urren t in the di s k, the error in the worst second case could be 1.4 percent at S GH z, wi th a soo n disk , a nd a bout O.OS percent a t 1 GHz. In the case of a comple te e nclosure the error at S GH z would be reduced to a bout O.S percent. As the disk resis tance is redu ced , the error is reduced; for exa mpl e, with a lOon dis k, th e e rror a t 5 GHz for a partial enclos ure will be O.OS percent.
A poss ible presence and effect of highe r modes as a result of the above disco ntinuities is subjec t to further inves tiga tion . It is felt that th e effec t is negligible in our case, a t leas t to 1 GHz ; e xpe rime ntal e vide nce to tha t effec t was o btained at 1 GHz. Two precalibrated thermoele me nts (in individual e nclosures) were connec ted in tande m and the c urrents agreed well within the acc uracies indicated. One must recall that the effect of suspected higher modes may always be reduced to any desired level by providing sufficiently long uniform line sec tions between the planes of the discontinuities and the referen ce plane of the c urre nt.
T~e conclusion is that a maximum enclosure of the thermoeleme nt and a lowes t prac ticable disk resistance will keep the error from this source to a negligible value eve n at S GHz. R educing the physical size of the current sensor will further reduce this error. The case of the thermoelement is presented only as an example; effects of discontinuities may be similarly computed for other current sensors.
Effects of Residual Impedances in the Ground System
It was indicated above that the rf bypass capacitor C b ( fig. 2 ) of the Bolovac may be a source of error because of its own impedance, particularly at or close to the frequency at which it may resonate with the distributed inductance of the assembly's ground system. C b may also be a source of higher modes. Figure 12 shows the likely equivalent circuit of this part of the system where L 1 and L 2 represent residual inductances of connecting bolts, of lumped capacitors, and ground circuits. Cn is the capacity between the insulated ground plates. Figure 12a shows the equivalent circuit of a grounded rf source, the Bolovac (neglecting its residual ground inductances), and a grounded voltmeter being calibrated. Figure 12b is the equivalent of figure 12a with the Bolovac ground plates insulated from each other. L 1 is the combined residual inductance of the bolts used to ground the center electrodes of the 1,000 pF capacitors and of any other residual inductance of the capacitors. Figure 12c is the same as figure 12b except the ground plates are interconnected with metal bolts and/or brackets having a total induc tance of L 2 • Figure 12d is the same as 12b assuming an effective common laboratory ground which would normally short out L2 but which generally cannot be realized at high 
The reactances of C band the residual ground inductance on the input side may be considered a part of the impedance of the rf source and does not affect results as long as they remain sufficiently stable.
On the other hand, the impedance of Cb in series with the output side of the disk may affect results. Observations indicated that the circuits shown in figure 12b and c, and not d, are the likely equivalents at frequencies above, say, 100 MHz, where effect of the residual inductances becomes appreciable in the particular assembly tested. The input impedance, Z v, of the device under calibration and the ground impedance, Zb, appear as a voltage divider across the known voltage, Vm. Vo should, therefore, be lower than Vm by an amount depending upon the relative value of Zb/Zv. This may be appreciable at a frequency, Ir, at which the ground reactance elements are at resonance. With ground plates insulated from each other, such a resonance apparently did exist at approximately 550 MHz. Cb of the core and auxiliary capacity ring was approximately 0.06 microfarads (J-LF). Vm was greater than Vo by several percent. It is evident from figure 12d that if the co mmon laboratory ground were effective at the high frequencies, and when both the generator and voltmeter were grounded, Vo would be larger than V m. This was not the case.
With the outer ground plates noninsulated (i.e., interconnected with metal bolts), Ir was about 300 MHz, and there were evidences of other resonances. Therefore, these plates were insulated from each other in our working assembly. In order to verify these deductions, a special voltage indicating device was constructed in such a way that it could be connected to the output of the Bolovac with and without the presence of the capacitor Cb at the output. This voltmeter consisted of two half sections insulated from each other for dc, but common for rf. It was then calibrated with and without the output Cb in the circuit to observe the ground effects. The only appreciable differences in the calibration values were at 550 and 300 MHz indicated above.
A search of our models to date for resonances has not revealed any of an appreciable magnitude at frequencies to 8 GHz, except the one at about 550 Cb may be obtained with modern tec hniques, e.g., employing anodized electrode surfaces. Our cores used I-mil thick mylar insulators.
Further experimental study of the effect of Cb as a radial transmission line is perhaps in order. Available information on such a line [21] suggests that its characteristic impedance is fairly well approximated '---.. by the c haracteristic impedance of a coaxial line. The latter is assumed to have the same conductor separation as the radial line and a mean radius equal to the mean radius of the radial line section. In our case this characteristic impedance in the Bolovac core would be of the order of 0.01 to 0.1 n. Despite such a low value of the characteristic impedance, the effective input impedance into the radial line section may still be appreciable at resonance frequencies. A possible way of eliminating this source of uncertainty seems to be to coat the disk surfaces of Cb with some lossy compound, like carbon; this should reduce the input impedance of the radial section to a negligible value at resonance frequencies as well. As was stated before, an error may be introduced by the ratio of the input impedance of the radial line section to the input impedance of the voltmeter under calibration and not by the magnitude of the former.
It is readily apparent from figure 2 that measurements of rf currents are not affected by ground residuals nor by the value of Cb-The rf current enters the Bolovac disk from the center conductor, and its value is determined from the value of V m measured by the bridge. It returns via C b to the source. Therefore, the auxiliary capacitive ring is not essential for rf current measurement. It should thus prove relatively simple and economical to build Bolovacs for frequencies above, say, 100 MHz, particularly for practicable accuracies of 1 to 5 percent.
It is, of course, obvious that this error may be reduced to a negligible value even at resonance by making C b sufficiently large. However, this error can be avoided without the additional expense of increasing C b in one of three ways: (1) the core may be used without the ring so that ir may be materially shifted away from the desired calibration frequency; (2) a shift of ir may be obtained by decreasing C b of the ring by a sufficient amount, e.g., by breaking the contacts of some of the disk capacitors to ground; (3) ir may be shifted by temporarily shorting the ground plates of the ring. In the latter case, for a given L2 and residual losses, the greater the value of C b, the lower ir and the lower the value of the parallel resonance resistance and whence the lower the error in Vo.
Because it is rather difficult to predict residual parameters of a ground system and a likely ir, it is best to search for such i~s experimentally whenever a new variation of the Bolovac is designed. quadrature with that across Z o. To search for ir and to measure Vb it seems best to use good grade rf connectors with a voltmeter which will not introduce its own resonance effects. Once the values of ir and of V b/V m have been found and steps determined to eliminate ground effect errors, these connectors may be removed or may be employed as bridge connecting terminals; however, their presence makes it possible to check the ground conditions at any time.
Summary of Errors
The uncertainties analyzed above may be conservatively summarized in percent of measured levels as shown in 
Comparison With Power Measurements
It may be instructive at this point to discuss the overall uncertainties in measuring voltage and current in a plane A arrived at in tables 1 and 2 as compared with the uncertainties of the power measurements against which the results are cited here. A thorough analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. Only the apparent major causes of the discrepancy are indicated as follows.
The power measurement uncertainties above 1 GHz were ± 1 to ± 2 percent at best because a precalibrated bolometer power meter was used in this case. A calibration factor in terms of a calorimetric power standard was determined and the reading obtained with the meter was corrected accordingly. Direct comparison with the calorimetric power standard might have reduced the uncertainty to ± 0.5 to ± 1 percent. Because this was not yet done, the estimated uncertainty of our results of the voltage measurements is conservatively put at ± 1 percent to 2 GHz, ± 2 percent to 4 GHz, and ± 4 percent to 8 GHz. These are the differences or disagreements, stated previously, between the Bolovac and the power-bolometer results.
Another reason for caution is the relatively small number of Bolovac disks tried so far in our laboratory. The differences between results of individual disks and the reproducibility of readings were within 1 percent. No effort was made to improve the bridge operation via q sufficiently careful calibration of its cO,mponents to warrant the figures of uncertainty listed in the table.
The difference between determination of power transmitted along a transmission line employing voltage measurements as against other methods may be pointed out here. The multiple probe method of measuring power (and impedance) in TEM transmission lines was recommended years ago [22] . The reason for neglecting it might well have been the inability of measuring voltages with sufficient accuracy. With the latter difficulty remedied within the limits indicated here, it seems advisable to reconsider the method particularly for application in secondary standardization laboratories and field measurements. The method holds promise for better accuracies and greater economy. Power may be computed by measuring voltages at three probes spaced one-eighth wavelength apart. Only one voltage need be accurately known; the voltages at the other probes enter the equation simply as ratios to the first. It was shown above that the voltage in a given plane A, in a coaxial line, may be determined with an uncertainty of 0.09 percent. Assuming the uncertainty in the value of the characteristic impedance of presently available coaxial low·loss·precision line sections of ±0.05 percent, one can readily show that the power transmitted may be determined to an uncertainty of about ± 0.2 percent over a wide range of standing wave ratios. This can be done without replacing the load of the system by a calorimeter, and indeed, without disturbing the system once probes have been installed and a voltmeter in combination with the probe section has been precalibrated for the purpose. Probe sections are needed for each frequency (or a band of frequencies with correction curves). However, the same voltmeter may be used for all frequencies. It may be one of a number of 50-n input·impedance voltmeters or power meters presently available for frequencies up to 2 GHz or higher. The voltmeter need not be permanently connected to the probe line section and can be used for other purposes in the laboratory or system installation.
The objective of this discussion is not to advocate voltage measurements in place of widely used power measurement techniques. The need of measuring power as a basic quantity is beyond dispute. However, one should be aware of the multiple probe method and its potentialities. An up-to-date survey of power measurements [23] lists ±2 percent as the lowest presently attainable uncertainty for feedthrough power meters at frequencies to 10 GHz. The lowest uncertainty in calibrating the effective efficiency of a bolo metric power meter, using a calorimeter as the basic method, is ±0.2 percent. The latter involves complicated, relatively costly equipment, and has a long time constant. It would thus seem that the multiple probe method has a fair margin of safety in terms of uncertainty, particularly for use with field equipment and systems where accuracies of 1 percent are needed. Another advantage of the multiple probe method is the ability to measure impedances with the system in operation; an addition of a fourth probe makes this possible. Still other advantages are the relatively large voltage and power ranges that can be measured with one voltmeter and the relatively high decoupling factor, or low incident power absorbed by the probe and voltmeter. 76
Conclusion
Hopefully this paper, describing the Bolovac basically, will be followed by another on applicational steps, details , precautions, and additional results as well as on further perfection of the device. Throughout the development steps of the Bolovac, to date, the emphasis was on proving the validity and prac· ticability of the principle and technique. No par· ticular effort was made towards achieving optimum or potential accuracy, nor on establishing limits of voltage and current magnitudes , and a top limit of frequency. Considerable improvement is anticipated in the quality of the disks , particularly in their cur· rent·carrying capacity, sensitivity, and stability. Intercomparison with the dynamometer type ammeter [3] and with more accurate power measurements is pending. However, the results obtained so far amply illustrate the superior value of the Bolovac as an instrument for both high and medium accuracy cali· brations of voltage, current, and possibly power meters over a wide frequency range.
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Appendix
One may reasonably qu es tion the effect of the j m perfections of the film ·res istor disk on the purity of the TEM mode. Th e nonuniformity of (1) the film thi c kness and of (2) the width of the annular ring may ca use an effective res idual indu ctance and thu s intro· duce an error in the dedu c tion that the disk impedance is purely resistive. A third po ssible so urce of un· ce rtainty is the effective disco ntinuity introduced by th e co ntact electrodes to the film . Th e lik ely limitin g e rrors as a res ult of the above three imperfections will he re be bri efl y analyzed. Th e up·to·date s tate of the art on depositing resistive films and electrodes on substrate (preferably polished) surfaces indi cates th a t th e thi c kn ess uniformity of the film ca n be maintain ed to 1 to 2 percent over a 2 sq in area [5, 22, 25 .1-Regis tration tole ran ces in th e order of 0.0002 in (5 X 10 -4 c m) of tru e pos iti on are obtained with photo·resist tec hniques [25 1 . The resistances of the two halves of the film (e.g., of platinum) may be made eq ual to 0.1 perce nt; the coeffici e nt , )', may be eq ual to within th e sa me degree as the thic kn ess (because )' is a fun c tion of th e thic k· ness [13] ). With tantalum or c hro mium on polished glass the y 's may be equal to within 0.1 percent. Th e tolerances are, naturally, a function of th e resistance values desired; deposition rates can be co ntrolled down to a fe w angs tro ms per minute [22] . Practical thi c kn ess limita tions (at whi c h th e film c harac teris tics approach those of the bulk of th e material) vary widely with materials and are of the order of 50 to 200 angstroms [13 J.
Effect of film thickness variation on disk inductance.
The area of th e 7·mm diam s ubstrate over whi c h the film is deposited is approximately 0.075 sq in. On the basis of the above toleran ces one may expect a thick · ness variation of about 0.03 percent. It will be assumed below th at one half of the annulus differs in thickness from th e oth er half, but each half is uniformly thick over its surface. To obtain a pessimistic evaluation, the effect of thi c kness differen ces of 0.03 , 0.1, and 1 percent were considere d.
T o determin e the effective residual induc tance caus ed by the thi c kness differen ces one must comp ute th e indu ctan ce of half an annulus (having the sh ape of half a washer) with radial c urre nts, as shown in fi gure 13a. No analytical expression for the induc tan ce of this case is available and the derivation of a suitable eq uation prese nts a problem beyond the scope of thi s paper. A con servative e valuation was therefore made on the basis of fi gure 13b. The film in figure 13b is identi cal to that of figure 13a assuming an infinite radius of the coaxial line. It may be looked upo n as a film resistor lo cated in the transverse plane of a strip lin e with a center conductor and two outer "ground" condu ctors ; the fringing fields are ne glected. The indu ctance of half of the film (be twee n the ce nter co n· du ctor and one of th e outer condu ctors) can be co m· puted for the tra nsverse c urre nts. Because of the di me nsional co nfiguration , co nve nti onal form u las derived for lon g co ndu ctors (for whic h l ~ d) cannot be use d. In stead , th e indu c tan ce was determined from an equation derived by Hoer and Love [26] using an elec troni c cOll1J>uter. Indu cta nce values were comp uted for 1000·A thi c k films differing in thi c kn ess by ± 0.03 , 0.1, and 1 percent. Th e indu ct a nce was 2.24908 X 10-4 mi cro he nri es (JLH) for the 1000·an gstrom film. Th e differences in th e indu c tan ce were as follows: One may show that the apprQach chosen is a pessimistic one as follows. Assume two conductive fibers (comprising two elements of the film) located a distance, d, from each other as illustrated in figure 13b. L1, L 2 , and M are their respective self and mutual inductances. The co mbined induc tance of the two filaments in parallel with c urre nts flowing in the same direction is given by [27] . The presence of the mutual M increases Lt. In the case of a cylindrical coaxial line ( fig. 13a) , the value of M will always be smaller than for the corresponding filaments of case 13b because of the relative angular positions of the filaments; indeed M will be zero between filaments located at right angles to each other. Therefore L t will always be smaller in case 13a than in case 13b; so will the differences in L as a result of differences in thickness. Therefore, the deductions for case 13b safely hold for case 13a.
The effective inductance of the entire annular film of 13a and of the top and bottom halves of 13b is the difference between the inductances of the two halves and is equal to the figures given above for the differences in the thicknesses chosen.
The likely difference at the present state-of-the-art is of the order of 0.03 percent. For a 1000-A. thick film the conservatively computed effective inductance might thus be as high as 1.06 X 10 -8 p,H .
Again assuming a further pessimistic value of a thickness difference of one percent, the effective inductance may be as high as 3 X 10-7 p,H. This corresponds to a reactance of about 3.8 X 10 -2 0 at 20 GHz. This quadrature component in series with, say, a 10-0 film may introduce an error of 7 X 10 -4 percent in the assumption that the rf impedance of the film is equal to its dc resistance. One should, perhaps, point out again that this is an "error" and in principle may be corrected for, if indeed the rf impedance can be measured with the required precision. The likely . error may of course be computed for other film thicknesses and resistances .. The higher the resistance of the film, the thinner it is and the higher may be the effective inductance. However, it enters as a quadrature component in the impedance. Thus, the overall error is not likely to be appreciable for any value of the film resistances and frequencies here under coni>ideration.
Effect of variation of width of film. It was indicated
above that the registration tolerances of the film are at present of the order of 5 X 10 -4 cm of true position. The incremental film width variation for a 7-mm, 50-0 coaxial line is thus approximately ±0.5 percent. The inductance for radial currents is approximately proportional to the width of the annulus (i.e., to the "length" of each elemental filament). Assuming in the limit that one half of the annulus differs in "length" from the other half by 0.5 percent and taking again the above example of the 1000-angstrom film having an inductance of 2.25 X 10 -4 p,H, the effective inductance of the annulus might be about 11.25 X 10 -7 p,H. This might contribute an error of about the 78 same magnitude as that of the difference in thickness, and again, a correction can be applied.
Effect of discontinuities introduced by contact electrodes. It was stated previously that registration tolerances may permit deposition of electrodes on the substrate to within 5 X 10 -4 cm. Because of requirements associated with securing the position of the disk in the coaxial structure (e.g., by means of soldering, conductive epoxy cement, clampings, etc.), we will allow a conservative width of the electrodes on the disk surface of 15 X 10 -3 cm. The computed [19] equivalent shunt capacity introduced by these electrodes in a 7-mm, 50-0 line is approximately 15 X 10 -3 pF. The effect of the equivalent quadrature shunt reactance at 10 GHz on current measurements employing a 50-0 film will be approximately 0.11 percent. With lower film resistances (most likely to be used for current standardization), the uncertainty is correspondingly lower. As was indicated previously, these discontinuities do not introduce uncertainties in voltage standardization; higher modes, if any, should be sufficiently atlenuated along the uniform line sections normally present in input connectors to high frequency voltmeters.
